THOSE DARN SQUIRRELS! By Adam Rubin
I HATE PUPPIES!
I hate puppies.
Puppies are so cute and fluffy. I’d rather hug a porcupine with fleas!
I hate pie! Flaky crust and tasty filling.
I’d rather stick a finger in my eye . . . than eat pie!
Give me ice cream - I SCREAM. Cupcakes make me cringe.
Puppies give me such bad dreams that I become unhinged!
Then there’s birds . . .
I like birds. Birds can fly most anywhere.
I watch them in my yard all summer long.
And I paint them, paint them as they float in air.
I paint their pictures as they sing their summer song.
Then Autumn leaves are tossed and blown
The air turns crisp, those birds have flown.
The Winter comes and I’m alone.
I hate puppies, kitties and duckies and teddy bears.
Why am I telling you? Ah! Who cares?
(spoken) I’m done talkin’! Now, GO AWAY!

WE ARE THE SQUIRRELS
We are the squirrels!
Squirrels are nuts! We climb the trees with ease.
Just like a circus, flying high on the flying trapeze.
Maybe you didn’t know, we’re the cleverest of all the woodland creatures.
Maybe it doesn’t show, because of our cute and fuzzy features? Cute!
We are the squirrels!
Squirrels are nuts. We run around and around, burying nuts in the ground.
Hiding well, so they’ll never be found.
Maybe you think it’s mayhem? When we’re hiding our nuts, you may never see us.
We may never find them. That doesn’t mean that it’s not pure genius! Genius!
We are the squirrels!
We’re fuzzy and cute and really good at math!
We are the squirrels!

WE HAVE A PLAN
We have a plan, and we are determined.
We know we can. We’re not your ordinary vermin.
We have a plan. We’ll take it all. All the bird food from the feeders.
Oh, what a haul! We are such hearty eaters. (ungh, ungh, ungh, ungh)
We have a plan, and we are determined.
We know we can. We’re not your ordinary vermin.
We have a plan. We have a plan. We have a plan!

TIME TO FLY
Time to fly. Time to fly south to the border.
We’re off to find a place where there’s some warmer weather.
Time to fly to a place that’s made to order.
We won’t feel sad. We’re not alone. We fly together.
Together, we fly, fly fly!
And so, we say goodbye, bye-bye!
We’re off to have some fun, together in the sun
Time to fly. Time to fly south to the border.
We’re off to find a place where there’s some warmer weather.
Tropical berries and treats, will be such fun to eat
We won’t come home until the winter’s done!
Time to fly! Bye-bye! Time to fly! Bye-bye! Time to say goodbye! Bye-bye.

SQUIRREL-BIRD Finale
Those darn squirrels!
Squirrels are nuts! We’ll do zany things for you!
We will drive you crazy, but as friends we are always true blue!
We’re fuzzy and cute and really good at math!
We are the squirrels!

